Train parts diagram

We have thousands of Lionel train parts. We carry both original and reproduction parts for all
your Lionel trains and accessories. Check out our Lionel train collection here. Newly-listed
collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only a Private Car member can purchase during the
seven day preview period. Want the opportunity to purchase our rarest and most exclusive
collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a Private Car membership today! Ready to climb
aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz Rewards account first, by clicking on the "Sign up
and earn points! It's how we know to give you points for your purchases, and how you create
discount codes to use on your next shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below! Home Lionel
Train Parts. View All Products. Lionel Train Parts We have thousands of Lionel train parts.
Lionel Speed Nut Lionel O27 Track Pins - Each Lionel E-Unit Mounting Bracket 2. Lionel Motor
Mounting Cup Washer 4. Lionel E Green Jewel Rhinestone 4. Lionel CN Molex 3. Lionel Speed
Nut 6. Lionel Center Pivot Pin 2. Lionel Small Helicopter Winding Spool. Lionel Log Car Metal
Stake 3. Lionel Collector Bushing 2. Lionel Tank Car Ladder. Lionel Fiber Washer 6. Add to Cart.
Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this product becomes available. Availability Date:. Item
added to cart! Item added to wishlist! Continue shopping Go to cart Go to wishlist. Become a
Premium Member. Premium Membership. What are Premium Memberships? Intended for the
serious collector, Trainz Premium Memberships earn more points per dollar spent, and unlock
exclusive benefits like Exclusive Preview access to no-questions-asked returns and beyond.
Learn More. Unlock Exclusive Preview Items. See More. What benefits do I get? Learn More!
How much does it cost? Our Premium Memberships are available at two levels, with a monthly
payment option and a discounted yearly rate. Check pricing! Purchase First Class Membership.
Purchase Now! Purchase Private Car membership. Attention Lionel Train operators and Lionel
Train collectors. Quantities of these special internet sale Lionel model train accessories are
limited so order yours soon. We are your most complete on-line source for original and
reproduction repair parts for your postwar Lionel O and O gauge trains. Over 3, Lionel repair
parts can be ordered on-line. If you are just beginning to learn how to repair your Lionel trains
and accessories it has the all the information you'll need to find the Lionel parts for your repair.
Mount Bolt Sub. E Unit-Not Available. HO Whistle Controller. Rear Journal Clip. Prewar 2 Piece
Wood Barrel. Barrels Set of 6. Long Curved Rail L. O Gauge Switch Controller. Track Lock with
Ives Stamping. Lock On for Operating Cars. Slotted Motor Brush. Turned Head Motor Brush. E
Unit with Hooked arm in rear. For E Unit, No Wire. E Unit Switch Rivet. E Unit. Crosshead For
Scout. Reverse Lever. Pinion Gear. Plain Wheel. Roller Contact Strip. Plain Front Wheel. Gear
Wheel. If adjust arm can sub E Unit-Not Available If adjust arm can sub Compression Ring For
Handle Orange-Red Control Handle. Transformer Power Cord. Binding Post. Arm, Contact.
Switch Throw Lever. Switch Signal Plastic. Steel Washer Square Hole. Electronic Reverse Unit.
Contact Shaft only-No Wiper. Contact Arm. Switch Shaft only-no wiper. Transformer Spring
Contact. Speed Nut for Rectifier. Spring, Centering. Control Shaft only-no wiper. Switch Shaft.
Handle for Trans. Contactor substitute C Flag for Arm. Motor Mount Spring. Drive Rod. Early
Swivel Rail Spring. Motor Mounting Pin. Switch Controller Handle. Switch Lantern. O27 Switch
Lantern. Frog Point Rivet. Rear Truck etc. Shoulder Fibre Washer. Lionelville Sign Label pair.
Crossing Signal. Pendulum For Signal. Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but
only a Private Car member can purchase during the seven day preview period. Want the
opportunity to purchase our rarest and most exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign
up for a Private Car membership today! Ready to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free
Trainz Rewards account first, by clicking on the "Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to
give you points for your purchases, and how you create discount codes to use on your next
shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below! Home O Gauge Parts. View All Products.
Certainly one of the largest on the web and growing every week. Our specialty is Lionel train
parts. We have parts for all eras of O Gauge trains also: Prewar, postwar, and modern era.
Lionel Lever Spring Rivet. Lionel O27 Track Pins - Each Lionel Motor Mounting Cup Washer 4.
Lionel Smoke Unit Piston 2. Lionel E Shoulder Screw 2. Lionel Cable Clamp. Lionel Speed Nut 6.
Lionel Collector Roller. Lionel "U" Pivot. Lionel E Green Jewel Rhinestone 4. Lionel Terminal
Clip Insulation 2. Lionel Headlight Lens Mld. Lionel Lamp Contact 4. Lionel P Bakelite Washer 3.
Lionel Coupler Assembly. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this product
becomes available. Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to wishlist! Continue
shopping Go to cart Go to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium Membership. What
are Premium Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz Premium Memberships
earn more points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like Exclusive Preview access
to no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock Exclusive Preview Items. See
More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it cost? Our Premium Memberships
are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option and a discounted yearly rate. Check
pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now! Purchase Private Car membership.

Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only a Private Car member can purchase
during the seven day preview period. Want the opportunity to purchase our rarest and most
exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a Private Car membership today! Ready
to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz Rewards account first, by clicking on the
"Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to give you points for your purchases, and how you
create discount codes to use on your next shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below! Home
HO Scale Parts. View All Products. You will find not only repair parts here, but also Locomotive
and car detail parts, building kit parts, decals, as well as screws, rivets, and a little bit of
everything else! Marklin Boden Car. Lionel HO Coupler Cover. Atlas 56P Switch Controller in a
Package. Atlas 56 Switch Controller 2. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this
product becomes available. Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to wishlist!
Continue shopping Go to cart Go to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium
Membership. What are Premium Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz
Premium Memberships earn more points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like
Exclusive Preview access to no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock
Exclusive Preview Items. See More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it
cost? Our Premium Memberships are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option
and a discounted yearly rate. Check pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now!
Purchase Private Car membership. Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only
a Private Car member can purchase during the seven day preview period. Want the opportunity
to purchase our rarest and most exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a
Private Car membership today! Ready to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz
Rewards account first, by clicking on the "Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to give
you points for your purchases, and how you create discount codes to use on your next
shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below! Home N Scale Parts. View All Products. Kato N
Smart Device Controller. Tichy N Cadillac Billboard Kit. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify
you when this product becomes available. Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to
wishlist! Continue shopping Go to cart Go to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium
Membership. What are Premium Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz
Premium Memberships earn more points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like
Exclusive Preview access to no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock
Exclusive Preview Items. See More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it
cost? Our Premium Memberships are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option
and a discounted yearly rate. Check pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now!
Purchase Private Car membership. Tubeprune - The Tube P rofessionals' Ru mour Ne twork
Tubeprune is an unofficial web site for professional railway people working for London
Underground and for those interested in the London Underground railway system. This diagram
shows the train formations adopted by the new tube railways which started multiple unit
operation in the period to Either unit could run as a 3-car train. When being driven from the
Control Trailer end, power was provided by the motor car at the rear. The Central London
formation was unique in the way a 3-car unit had the same letters at each end. The orientation
was also unique in that "A" units normally faced east and "B" units faced west. The Bakerloo
and Hampstead formations were similar to the Piccadilly but orientated north to south. The
same 6-car formation was used for Standard Tube Stock until the introduction of 7-car trains in
the late s. The original, Standard Tube Stock 6-car train formation was increased to 7-cars by
the insertion of an additional trailer car and replacing a control trailer with a DM car. The original
District Railway eletric stock formation of is shown in the uypper diagram. The middle motor car
MM had a cab at each end and could be used to split off a 4-car set at either end of the train.
From , control trailers CTs were introduced so that either end of the train could run in service. It
was developed in the late s and survived until the early s. It suffered from a significant limitation
in that there was no driving position at the west end of the 2-car units so all uncoupling was
limited in method and location as described later below. This diagram shows two versions of
the Tube Stock train formation as used between and The lower version with the UNDM was seen
regularly from the early s. The Tube Stock currently on the Bakerloo has the same formation
with the "A cars facing south and the "D" cars facing north. The 3-car single-ended units were
provided with UNDMs equipped with automatic couplers and shunting control panels. A batch
of 20 double-ended 3-car sets were kept for flexibility and to allow a unit to work the now closed
Aldwych branch. The main fleet was made up of single-ended units and some double-ended
units were included to provide flexibility. This diagram shows the Tube Stock for the Jubilee.
There are no double-ended units. The Tube Stock on the Northern Line is similar except that the
"universal" couplers allow "A" units to couple to other "A" units and likewise with "D" units.
Curiously, both stocks are equipped with automatic couplers at the cabs ends. To the

Tubeprune Home Page. Train Formation Diagrams Fig. To the Top of this Page Fig. If you have
comments or if you would like to use any part of this site for publishing or commercial reasons,
please e-mail me. As a railroad worker and a train enthusiast I remember how strongly I wanted
to know what the parts of a train are and how they are all interconnected, to serve as a great
transportation solution for both freight and passengers. Today a train is a combination of
locomotives and cars, in the past there was a third car called caboose, attached at the end of a
freight train, which stopped being used once the radio communications began to be
implemented. As mentioned above I will go in depth on locomotive components, and I will
analyze both diesel-electric locomotive parts as well as the steam locomotive parts. The
Diesel-Electric Locomotive has over 27 major parts that contribute in harmony to its operation. I
also recommend you to read what is a locomotive consist to understand things better. Please
check the scheme created below for a general idea of where the parts are situated, note: this is
for a general purpose only. The alternator generates AC electricity, used to power the traction
motors. The Main Alternator is powered by the Diesel Engine. The diesel engine cylinders might
be arranged in V or inline, where the engine engages the drive shaft for various tasks, including
the most important, powering the alternator which produces the electrical energy to power the
train. As the name states, the motor blower, blows air over the traction motors, keeping them
cool. The cooling system is way more complex, especially for the newer locomotives. In the
United States, it is positioned in an angle on the left side. Usually two tanks, on each side of the
locomotive. The total capacity is around 5, gallons of fuel. The gear has a reduction of 3 to 1 for
freight and 4 to 1 for passenger trains, engaged by the traction motor. Works like any other
turbo charging system. In most of the cases it is situated in the cab, for easy access. It provides
few types of electronic control and data management access for different devices. The diesel
engine is liquid cooled, the radiator works as any other vehicle radiator. The liquid passes
through the engine to cool it down, reaching the radiator and the fan, cooling the liquid and
moving back to the engine, into a continuous cycle. Used to transmit the power from the diesel
engine to the alternator, air compressor and radiator fans. This locomotive part is used to
change the direction to the drive shaft, upwards toward the radiator fan. This train part provides
a continuous supply of compressed air for the train brakes, being powered by the diesel engine.
As the name states, the diesel-electric locomotives use electricity to power the train. The
alternator is powered by the diesel engine, and the traction motors are powered by the
alternator. Passenger cars are broadly used throughout the world, while there are few
differences between the passenger cars bullet speed trains vs. Parts of a Train - How do trains
operate? So what are the parts of a train? Simple, Locomotives and Cars. Parts of a Train
Locomotive - How do locomotives operate? Main Alternator The alternator generates AC
electricity, used to power the traction motors. Air Intakes - This part is used for cooling the
locomotive, the air is drawn inside the locomotive through these intakes, reaching the engine
and other parts that need cooling, after passing through various filters and temperature
regulators. Motor Blower As the name states, the motor blower, blows air over the traction
motors, keeping them cool. Cab Most of the locomotives in the United States have just one cab,
at one end. Batteries This train part is needed for the diesel engine to start, exactly as an
automobile. Fuel Tank Usually two tanks, on each side of the locomotive. Sand Box Always
carried by the locomotives to provide assistance with adhesion on bad rail conditions.
Electronic Controls In most of the cases it is situated in the cab
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, for easy access. Air Reservoirs Required for brakes and other systems around the train, the
reservoir contains compressed air. Radiator and Radiator Fan The diesel engine is liquid
cooled, the radiator works as any other vehicle radiator. Drive Shaft Used to transmit the power
from the diesel engine to the alternator, air compressor and radiator fans. Gear Box This
locomotive part is used to change the direction to the drive shaft, upwards toward the radiator
fan. Air Compressor This train part provides a continuous supply of compressed air for the train
brakes, being powered by the diesel engine. Traction Motors As the name states, the
diesel-electric locomotives use electricity to power the train. Parts of a Train Car - Passenger
Passenger cars are broadly used throughout the world, while there are few differences between
the passenger cars bullet speed trains vs. Train Conductor Job Description. Train Conductor
Requirements. Railroad Jobs. The Top 3 â€” Best Railroads to Work for.

